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A CASE STUDY ON THE EVACUATION OF DEEP MEGA 

UNDERGROUND DEVELOPMENT IN SINGAPORE  

    

Yan Hao Ng1 Minh Phuong Nguyen2 Kang Hai Tan3 Kian Wee Ng4 

ABSTRACT 

Subterranean space utilisation is considered as a viable solution to the lack of land space in 

Singapore. However, commercial development, with substantial floor area located at a significant 

depth underground is the first-of-its-kind in the world. Vertical exit shafts, one of the unique 

features of this underground development, serve as the only means of egress for occupants in the 

underground development. This feature is critical in ensuring safety of all occupants. Strategically 

located exit shafts with well-organised geometric layout will facilitate the overall evacuation 

process. This paper presents a case study that aims to optimise the locations of exit shafts in an 

underground development using STEPS simulation software.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Underground development is not an entirely new concept; it has been predominately used for 

transportation infrastructure until the 1970s, when the International Tunnelling Association was 

formed to investigate the possibilities of utilising underground space [1]. Research on underground 

space utilisation increased steadily from the 1990s and researchers in Netherlands even proposed 

the use of underground space for leisure and commercial purposes, transportation infrastructure, 

technical maintenance facilities and industrial production facilities [2]. A feasibility study that 

investigated the use of underground space in Randstad, Netherlands, demonstrated a potential 

increase in available land space of up to 50% and suggested the use of underground space for 

commercial purpose as a viable option [3].  

 

The use of underground space is beneficial for Singapore with a land area of only 719.1 km2. 

Infrastructure development across the land is required to sustain continual population growth and 

Singapore has relied on land reclamation measures to mitigate the lack of land space [4]. However, 

due to its geographical location (proximity to territorial boundaries of neighbouring countries and 

surrounding ocean depth of ~ 40 m or more), alternatives to land reclamation are necessary. A study 
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involving construction and utilisation of underground rock caverns in Singapore culminated in four 

articles [5-8] in 1996. These rock caverns were considered as storage facilities where occupants and 

activities would be minimal. However, in 2001, three conceptual underground cavern designs that 

were meant to be an extension of the research and development facilities aboveground were 

proposed [9]. Fire safety of occupants is one of the important design considerations for such 

development, and parameters affecting evacuation of occupants will be discussed in this paper.  

 

The use of elevators for evacuation purpose is a controversial issue. Concerns pertaining to the 

reliability of power supply, vulnerability of elevator shafts to smoke, and occupants’ expectation of 

the performance of elevators were discussed in publications that alluded the dangers of using 

elevators during the evacuation [10]. However, unlike aboveground buildings, occupants in an 

underground structure need to ascend to the ground level, which can be physically demanding. 

Hence, vertical egress using staircases may not be feasible for deep underground developments, and 

provision of elevators as the main means of egress is preferred [11]. Moreover, the lobby and the 

passageway of an exit shaft can be protected through pressurisation and compartmentalisation to 

ensure the safety of occupants. In addition, exit shafts should be strategically located in order to 

achieve an effective egress system that reduces confusion during an emergency evacuation [11].  

 

This paper investigates the design parameters of exit shafts and highlights the potential of using 

elevators for the evacuation of deep mega-underground developments with approximately 190,000 

m2 of rentable space, and located at a depth of 60 m below ground. An innovative approach to 

modelling has been adopted in this paper. The effectiveness of two evacuation strategies (total 

evacuation and phase evacuation) is also investigated in this paper.  

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Simulation software 

Simulation software can be categorised into flow-based, cellular automata, and agent-based models. 

Flow-based model considers the movement of evacuees as a continuous flow, while cellular 

automata model consists of a regular grid of cells through which evacuees move depending on its 

availability. However, both types of model do not consider social interaction between evacuees and 

mainly focus on their movements [12]. Agent-based model allows the movement of an individual to 

be determined without the influence of the average density of a group, and social factors such as 

swaying of body can be incorporated [12]. 

 

STEPS simulation software developed by Mott MacDonald employs an agent-based model that 

predicts the movement of an individual through three-dimensional space [13]. The ability to capture 

the model in a three-dimensional space is essential to modelling an underground structure because 

both vertical and horizontal egress will be considered. The agent-based approach allows 

behavioural aspects that are unique to occupants in a particular underground space to be 

incorporated. Since the underground is typically associated with fear of entrapment in a fire [11], 

evacuees may demonstrate a lack of patience when queuing during evacuation. Evacuees may not 

be fully aware of an exit due to the lack of windows or be lost in a complex geometric layout [11]. 

These two attributes (awareness and patience) can be assigned to evacuees in STEPS.  

2.2 Case study 

A typical architectural layout for three different compartments used in the model is presented in 

Fig. 1. Occupants are randomly distributed within the main compartment during the simulation 

process. The four different layouts are presented in Fig. 2, and the different types of compartments 

in the underground structure are labelled as C1, C2, and C3. Three compartments, each representing 

a different type of occupancy, have been included in the layout to illustrate the arrangement of 
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compartments in the underground structure. Although the arrangement and the number of the 

compartments (40 compartments) for each layout are the same for the four cases, the locations of 

vertical shafts are different. The elevators are contained within the vertical exit shafts, which extend 

60 m to the ground level. The compartments are separated with bedrocks, with a typical distance of 

20 m.  
Type C1 Type C2 Type C3 

   

Fig. 1. (a) Type C1 compartment, representing data centre; (b) Type C2 compartment, representing office; 

and (c) Type C3 compartment, representing laboratory 
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- Refuge area - Surrounding rocks separating compartments - Compartment considered for analysis in Section 4.1

 

Fig. 2. Plan view of layout (a) one; (b) two; (c) three; (d) four 

Fig. 2a and b show a geometric layout with vertical exit shafts located outside of the main 

underground facility. The link tunnel separates the exit shaft from the main facility, allowing it to 

act as a dedicated refuge area during an emergency. The refuge area is a protected area (e.g. fire-

resistant compartment, possibly with active protection systems installed) that serves as a temporary 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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haven during evacuation. Fig. 2b permits a different configuration for the exit shaft that caters to a 

different type of occupancy. For example, part of the facility may be used as research laboratories 

where different air-circulation systems in the refuge area may be necessary. Although these 

concepts allow localised improvement of protection systems specific to different scenarios, a longer 

evacuation time (required time for evacuees to reach ground level) may be expected with an 

increased travel distance (from the most remote point to the exit).  

 

The concept behind the design of Fig. 2c and d are similar to Fig. 2b and a, respectively. The 

vertical shafts in layout three and four are located within the main facility, and the evacuation time 

is expected to be shorter. Overall construction cost may also be reduced with the absence of the link 

tunnel. However, congestion issue in the refuge area may be more severe due to their proximity to 

the compartments, and larger area may be necessary.  

2.3 Key parameters  

The movement speed of the evacuees is an important parameter that needs to be considered in an 

evacuation simulation model. Although it is likely to develop a more accurate simulation model 

with realistic movement speed, it is challenging to find experimental data relating to evacuees of an 

underground development in Singapore. Nonetheless, there was a study conducted to understand 

commuter characteristic of Singaporeans in mass rapid transit stations. The unimpeded walking 

speeds of commuters (in stations, subways and overhead bridges) were determined using video 

surveillance and on-site observations [14]. The observations were carried out during the morning 

and evening peak hours on weekdays, and it can be inferred that most of the users are working 

adults. These two characteristics (walking speed of adults in a subway) are useful for the simulation 

model as it depicts the walking speed of adults in an underground environment, similar to the 

underground commercial development discussed in the paper. Based on a sample size of 284 adults 

(163 females and 121 males), the mean unimpeded walking speed is 1.27 m/s, with a standard 

deviation of 0.14 m/s [14]. These two values are used in the models, with the assumption that the 

walking speed follows a normal distribution.  

 

Anthropometric data of adults in Singapore are not easily obtained, and the values reflected in 

existing international codes may not be appropriate, considering that the data will be catered to the 

country’s population. In the model, the default parameters in STEPS software were adopted. An 

agent occupies a space with an area of 0.45 m by 0.3 m, and height of 1.75m. Although the 

implications of these parameters are not investigated in this paper, it is expected that an increase in 

space occupied by an agent will further impede the flow of occupants through a congested doorway. 

It will also be interesting to relate the comfort zone of an occupant to their level of patience when 

queuing in a congested area. Future work is necessary to obtain accurate anthropometric data and 

psychological behaviour of adults in Singapore.  

 

The geometric features of the underground structure and other design parameters are summarised in 

Table 1. The flow rate through a door (4.4b (ii) of [15]) and the number of occupants [16] are based 

on the Singapore Fire Code. The size of the elevators is based on typical architectural layout, while 

the capacity and speed are determined after a brief review of commercial catalogues. The occupant 

load (m2/person) in Table 1 refers to the typical usage of the compartment. Although the occupant 

load for rooms commonly found in an office (e.g. meeting rooms) are not presented in Table 1, they 

have been accounted for in the total number of occupants. 
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Table 1. Input parameters for the simulation model 

Flow rate through a 

door 
Number of occupants Elevator 

58.8 persons/min/m 

Office Data centre Laboratory Capacity Size (width / depth / height) Speed 

166 persons  

(10 m2/person) 

40 persons  

(30 m2/person) 

172 persons  

(5 m2/person) 
20 persons 2.6 / 2.4 / 2.5 10 m/s 

 

Total evacuation of a deep underground structure seems to be the ideal strategy in the event of a 

fire. It is likely to produce a shorter evacuation time since all occupants will commence the 

evacuation immediately once the alarms activate. Moreover, this strategy may appeal better to the 

occupants and appease their fear of entrapment that is associated with underground space. However, 

this may not always be an ideal strategy as total evacuation involves the movement of all occupants. 

This can lead to congestion issues along corridors and doorways, or even put unnecessarily 

demands on refuge areas and elevators. This will be discussed in Section 4.3 of this paper.   

3 INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO MODELLING USING STEPS SOFTWARE 

The approximate length and width of the layout are ~ 528 m and 400 m, respectively. Modelling the 

entire layout with all architectural details is a laborious task. Simulating the movement of all 

occupants (5728 persons) across the layout and their interaction with the elevators require 

significant computational time and effort. An approach to simplify the modelling is discussed as 

follows. 

 

The approach separates one model into different sub-models at key locations (such as exit doors). 

The flow data through each of these key locations are recorded, and they follow a cumulative 

distribution function, which serves as an input for subsequent sub-models at the same location. Due 

to probabilistic nature of the simulation model, 10 independent runs were performed before an 

average distribution curve was obtained.  

3.1 Validation 

An example has been used to validate this approach. Fig. 3 shows a typical open-office layout, and 

the movements of 166 occupants will be simulated from the compartment to the final exit. The 

occupants leave the fire-affected compartment through Exit 1 and 2, evacuate in a horizontal 

manner to the lobby, before boarding the elevators, and ascending to the final exit located at the 

ground level (60m above the first level).  

 

Fig. 3. Full model used to analyse the movement of occupants. 
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Fig. 4 presents the sub-models derived from the full model shown in Fig. 3. The locations selected 

as intermediate checkpoints are labelled in Fig. 4. Apart from the approach, all parameters (e.g. 

walking speed, flow through doors, and capacity and speed of elevators) remain the same.  

 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Sub-model B1 – office compartment; (b) Sub-model B2 – corridors and walkway; (c) Sub-model 

B3 – elevators and final exit 

 

The results for both approaches are summarised in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5a, the evacuation time 

for both approaches are similar. The slight differences can be attributed to the probabilistic nature of 

the simulation. Occupant usage at the final exit is also in good agreement. This indicates that the 

number of people leaving the facility is about the same for a given time. 

 

The results in Fig. 5a and b validate the proposed model, and highlight its potential for larger and 

more complex models. Adopting this approach allows architectural details to be accounted for in 

the simulation without incurring excessive computational time and effort.   

  

Fig. 5. Compare (a) evacuation time for Model A of Fig. 3 and B3 of Fig. 4; and (b) occupant usage of final 

exit  

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) (c) 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Evacuation time 

In this paper, the time taken for the last evacuee to reach the final exit (Fig. 4c) is described as 

evacuation time. This indicates the time taken for all occupants to reach the refuge area located in 

the link tunnel (refer to Fig. 2) during a fire. The evacuation times and the time required for the last 

occupant to reach exit A and B (refer to Fig. 2) for four different layouts are presented in Fig. 6a. 

The results presented in Fig. 6 are an average of 10 simulations.  

  

Fig. 6. (a) Evacuation time based on total evacuation for all four layouts; and (b) evacuation time based on 

the evacuation of a single compartment 

The average evacuation times for different layouts fall within a range of 28:30 to 31:40 min, with a 

difference of approximately 3:10 min. It seems that the location of the layout does not have a 

significant impact on the evacuation time in this case study, and it is likely due to the scale of 

evacuation. As the total evacuation of the underground development involves the movement of 

~5700 occupants, which places a huge demand on the capacity of all elevators. The time required 

for the last occupant to reach exit A and B in Fig. 6 can be used to illustrate this point. The 

evacuation time (grey colour bar in Fig. 6) is significantly longer compared to the time taken for the 

last occupant to reach exit A and B (blue and orange colour bar in Fig. 6). This demonstrates that 

even if all occupants reach the elevator lobby, they would not be able to evacuate to ground level 

immediately as the elevators are not available. This highlight the importance of design parameters 

related to capacity of elevators. In addition, the size of the refuge area may have a significant 

impact on life safety of occupants as it serves as a temporary haven during an emergency.  

 

To identify the most strategic location for an exit shaft, the evacuation of a single compartment is 

simulated, and the evacuation times for different layouts are presented in Fig. 6b. The 

compartments that are furthest away from the exit shaft are chosen (represented by a shaded area in 

Fig. 2), and the least number of occupants (data centre, with 40 occupants) are adopted to ensure no 

congestion in the exit shaft. Layout four has the shortest evacuation time as the vertical shaft is 

located within the underground facility. The evacuation time for layout three is longer compared to 

layout one, despite placing the exit shaft within the underground facility. This is likely because of 

the longer distance between the compartment and the exit shaft in layout three. This study also 

indicates that exit shafts placed in a symmetric manner (Layout one and four) seems to performed 

better.  

4.2 Refuge area 

The average density of refuge area located at exit A and B is presented in Fig. 7a and b. The density 

is computed based on the same area for all four layouts (~ 350 m2), and an example is presented in 

Fig. 7c. The profiles indicate that overcrowding in the refuge area is an issue, which is expected as 

there are no other alternatives for escape. The plateau in Fig. 7a and b indicate that the refuge area 
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is fully occupied by evacuees, and remaining evacuees are unable to enter the refuge area. The 

wave-like nature of the plateau depicts small groups of evacuees leaving the area, but only to have 

more evacuees entering the refuge area, filling up the area again. This phenomenon is illustrated in 

Fig. 7c. 

  

 

Fig. 7. Average density profile of refugee area located at (a) exit A; and (b) B; (c) example from layout 1 

showing the area used to compute density of refuge area 

Based on Fig. 7, the number of evacuees that used the exits in layout two is not symmetric as the 

trend in the density differs. The initial increase in density up till ~380s can be attributed to evacuees 

from the surrounding compartments near exit A (Fig. 7a). Due to the travel distance between the 

compartments and exit A, the evacuees need more time to reach the exit. This allows the evacuees 

from the surrounding compartments to evacuate (reduction in density at ~380s) before the other 

evacuees reach the refuge area at exit A (a rise at ~ 420s).  

 

At this stage, it is unclear how the number of entrances (layout four has four available entrance at 

both exit shafts) affects the density of the refuge area. However, it can be seen from Fig. 7a and b 

that the average density remains at the peak value. It reaches a peak of ~3.6 person/m2 before a 

steady decline in density. Although this can be a potential solution to reduce the density of the 

refuge area, more work is needed to ascertain this observation.  

4.3 Total evacuation vs phased evacuation 

The average density profile for exit A in layout 2 (Fig. 7a) suggests that a phased evacuation may 

be a better option compared to total evacuation. Phased evacuation allows some occupants to start 

evacuating before remaining occupants evacuate, reducing the need for a large refuge area that can 

accommodate all evacuees. An example based on exit A of layout 1 is used to demonstrate this 

claim.  

 

As shown in Fig. 8a, evacuation of the compartments commenced after a certain delay. In the initial 

evacuation phase, compartments nearest to exit A evacuate, before other in subsequent 

compartments start evacuating. The compartments nearer to exit A are selected for the initial phase 

because the occupant load (166 occupants for C2) is larger compared to compartments further away 

(40 occupants for C1). This allows more occupants to leave at an earlier stage, and consequently 

reduce the density of the refuge area at a later stage.  

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Fig. 8. (a) Average density profiles for total and phase evacuation at exit A; (b) screenshot of the model to 

highlight the differences between the two cases at the same time step 

The average density profiles for different cases (total or phased evacuation) are presented in Fig. 

8a. With phased evacuation, the refuge area has sufficient space throughout the entire process when 

phase evacuation strategy was adopted, and the maximum density is also fewer (3.29 vs. 3.77 

person/m2). Moreover, the average evacuation time for both cases are similar (evacuation time for 

phase evacuation is 29:22 min, while evacuation time for total evacuation is 29:41 min). A 

screenshot of the model that clearly highlights the differences in density at the same time step is 

presented in Fig. 8b.   

5 CONCLUSION 

A case study on the evacuation of deep mega underground development in Singapore using STEPS 

simulation software is conducted. In an attempt to reduce computational time and effort, an 

innovative method is adopted and validated. It is found that the locations of exit shafts do not play a 

significant role in computing the evacuation time of evacuees due to congestion in the refuge area. 

This demonstrates the importance of the refuge area and elevators for deep mega underground 

development as there are limited means of leaving the underground facility. An appropriate 

evacuation strategy (such as phased evacuation) can possibly reduce the size of the refuge area, and 

eventually the overall construction cost. This is beneficial as it does not require an increase in 

numbers of elevators or their capacity. 

 

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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